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Now you will receive the sila. If you are one studying Buddhism, a Buddhist, the

teachings that you must put into practice are the sila. The very first thing is to receive The

Three Treasures, or the Three Refuges, called the sankikai.

The first five sila that you will receive now are the five sila that all  Buddhist

practitioners receive. As I always say, sila is usually translated into English as “precepts,”

but  that  is  a  mistake.  Originally,  there  are  no  mistakes.  All  existent  things  are  born

already having Buddha nature, already having dharma nature. And so, originally there is

no mistake. There is nothing that is bad. If you freely follow the dharma activity, then no

bad thing will appear. And, also no good thing will appear. But, we attach to our “I am”

self. And, by attaching to our selves, we love and adore ourselves. And we do that by

calling  that  which is  inconvenient  to  ourselves,  bad,  and that  which is  convenient  to

ourselves, good. 

So if you want to talk about something bad, that is the bad thing.  Attaching to the

self is the bad thing. Originally, there is no bad thing. Originally, there is no bad. There is

no evil. That means freely following the dharma activity. 

The five sila  are the teaching which both monks and lay people must equally

follow. But, it’s very difficult to translate them into English. Originally, the born self is

pure. But, there never has even been one thing, one person, who has been born perfect or

complete at the moment of their birth. And so, as I always say, the teaching of Buddhism

is the teaching which implores us to make the activities of thus-going and thus-coming,

or, we could say, the original activity of father and the original activity of mother, our

content. And when you manifest the complete self, the teaching of Buddhism says that

means you have made all of mother’s and all of father’s activities your content. And,

therefore, mother and father have disappeared—the activities of mother and father have

disappeared. You have to realize that when you are manifesting an imperfect, incomplete

self, that means you have made the activity which forms mother and the activity which

forms father imperfectly  your content.  You have not yet made them completely your

content. The teachings of the five skandas are the teachings which tell you, “Don’t attach
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to yourself. To attach to yourself is wrong.” Because, the evil, the bad thing we teach

about, is to attach to yourself, and call that which is convenient to yourself, good, and that

which is inconvenient to yourself, bad. This is the teaching called sila. 

When we divide or analyze this sila, generally we divide them into these five.

But, it’s very difficult to really interpret and explain the sila. And so, I have to give you

the sila in this translation which somebody did, and I have it so I have to use it. But,

anyway, in this imperfect form, I will give them to you and you must study them and

obey them.

I already forgot this guy’s other name, and from now on his name is Chizo. In

Japanese,  there is a long or short vowel,  so it  could be either  Chizo or Chizou.  For

Americans, just Chizo is probably easier. But anyway, there was a very famous Chizo

who was a brother monk to Hyakujo, a disciple of Baso. So, we are just borrowing this

famous name, and from now on we will call the former Chico, Chizo. They sound sort of

similar, but I heard that Chico is actually a nickname that his mother gave him. So part of

the reason that I thought that Chizo would be a good Buddhist name was so that we won’t

forget Chico as your other name, because it’s such a nice name that your mother gave

you. So now it’s time for the suikai, the dharma talk.

終

The End
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